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A big thanks to everyone who helped with the "fly-in!" All plans
went well, with the weather being the only major complication.
one seemed to know their job, do it and enjoy themselves!
was excellent and the activities were enjoyableo
participation with the exception of the rain

0

Every-

The food

We had total

And mainly, a good time

was had by all.
Oshkosh is near!

I want to remind you to prepare yourselves for

this event the last of July.
reservations early.

If you plan to go, be sure to make your

Every year it seems there are a few who get

caught sleeping on the floor.
Again, thanks for your part in making the "fly-in" success full!!
Hopefully it will become an annual event next year.
The June meeting will consist of member participation on active
projects within members of the chapter, which I feel is something
we need to encourage and help each other in building each other's
aircrafto

There will be a demonstration put on by members of the

chapter and there will be some slideso

Hopefully it will be an

informative meeting and we look forward to seeing you there!

Tom

P.S.

I'm looking for an Alpha 200 or an Escort for my 140.

If anyone

has knowledge of where one might be for a reasonable price, please
contact me.

HANGAR

ECHOES

JUNE, 1978 - BY DI CK CAVIN
Our 15th Anniversary Meeting and fly-in is now history and I believe i'G 1 s safe to say
that most of us had a very enjoyable Saturday afternoon and evening. True, the rain
showers and thunderstorms undeniably cut down our aircraft attendance pretty drastically and that was a disappointment of course, but on the other hand it cooled down
an otherwise broiling afternoon • .A~ter all, there can 1 t be too much wrong with good
friends getting together in an atmosphere of pleasant relaxation, looking at sport airplanes and enjoying the green grass, fresh air, and conversation.
You will be happy to know that the day was a great success financially, too, due to
your support of the food and drink sales, primarily. We are now in an excellent position
to purchase an offset printing press and plate maker and have enough left over for a
maintenance and repair fund, too. There will be a full report on all aspects of the
fly-in activities at our next meeting from our treasurer, DICK JOI{NSON, and I think you
will be very pleased to hear it.
If you had the impression that the fly-in and associated act:L-,riti,is went smoothly, you
were right on. It was due to advance planning, team effor·t _, and hard work by not only
the Chapter officers and their wives, but also several other· EAL families, too. We
are greatly in the debt of these fine people and I know it; wou_1d n1ake their efforts
even more worthwhile if you would personally take time to expres your appreciation to
them.

I 1m almost afraid to try to list everyone that was part of tJ.£ tVirk
at Airpark
(JlJ.t Jjlease let me know.
for fear 1 1 11 leave someone out, but 1 1 11 try. If I leave
up the barbecue,
A great deal of credit goes to TOH and L.AURA. JACKSON for roun
buns, and drinks, and all the other details of transporting c:rcd f:,tm·:i:cg these things.

JIM and PEDG-Y YOUNG, CLARENCE and PEDGY WAY, DICK JOHNSJN;; BOB and PEGGY- CUTLER,
LA DONNA YOUNG, CHARLES PENRY, JULIE and ROBERT JACKSON, BILL PARI
PETE and NOVLYN
OHLSON, BILL and BARBARA. KRUED-ER, TED MAHER, BUZZ GLADE, FPJ\lllCIS and DOT RICHARDSJN,
DEE and LESLIE KIRK, MARVIN and PAT BROTT, BARTIE and MARY COYLE.~ BILL and LORAINE ROSE,
GARY HAMILTON, PAUL DAGUE, BOB and BETTY CLARK, BUD CALL Ki 5 RAY GLAPJ( who was in from
Aurora, Colorado, JOHN RUSSELL, JOHN CROOK, BOB ROPER, MACK and JUDY COBB, DAVID and
PAT NOELL, LARRY and NELDA GRH'J:ES and their weekend gu(rnt, G. S, CI,ARDY, JOHN SNYIJER,
MARTIN LINEX, KEITH WINSHIP and my wife, LYNDELL, were all in-10lved in the obvious team
effort.
We are also grateful to sevoral of our advertisers for their do:na rii.ons of door prizes.
Those who so generously donated were Joe Cragin, Jr. of Rit'.3 1L~Y Idrmot;ive, Inc.• ,
Richard M. Biggar of Addison Instruments, Inc., Lou Rainone oi: A-i rsr:-''L:'t Metal Service,
Paul Gamp of Lancaster, Gerald Moffett of ~ and Bobby Osborn '<c' 12::rib12_:r 1 s Planes 1 n
Parts.
All the signs displayed were donated and done by JOHN RUSSEisl:
such excellent professional work.

aIK1

1

,re are grateful for

i.n . f1mm in by the
The fly-in high light was the arrival of the Varieze fr·om
builder, CL.ARENCE LANGERUD, who incidentally is a former Air Force ;1\:mnderbird team
pilot. When he shut the Varieze down the spectators were on _ .L_iJ<::e a hen on a June
bug in nothing flat.
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I was told the aircraft was built in about 8 months.

It certainly didn't look like a

hurried up job and I heard frequent expressions of approval of the quality of his
workmanship. I did hear some expressed concern over the color (silver gray) chosen and
the possible detrimental effect of the sun's rays on the foam/glass structure. BURT
RUTAN, the Varieze designer, has been pretty emphatic in recommending that the aircraft be finished in white for protection against ultra-violet rays. As one man there
said, "There's a darned good reason all those glass sailplanes are painted white 11 •
I didn't get to look at the aircraft closely myself, as I decided to wait awhile until
the crowd around it thinned out some. When I started toward it the rain started coming
down pretty hard and we had to retreat to the shelter of a friendly high wing 170 parked
nearby. When the rain subsided it was go-fly time and guess who was in the rear seat
but BARTIE COYLE. He had a grin on his face that you wouldn 1 t believe and BUD CALLEY
and I went out by the runway to let Bud get some pictures of the takeoff. When the
Varieze went by us Bartie's grin was even bigger and I hope Bud's picture captured
that moment. Heaven was spelled nvarieze 11 at that moment for him.
With two people aboard it was obvious the airplane was no STOL with the 85 hp. engine.
I suspect he also has a "cruise" prop on it, as his fly-by wasn 1 t the least bit doggy.
Even tho 1 he appeared to use about 2000 ft. of Airpark 1 s 3000 ft. runway before lift off,
it was evident that the Varieze could operate out of a 2500 ft. hard surface runway
comfortably. (Especially so if the higher powered engines were used). The landing
speed didn't appear to be excessive and it appeared he could have turned off about the
2000 ft. mark, if there had been a taxiway at that point. I understand he has flown the
aircraft solo in and out of a 2100 ft. strip. Without the belly drag flap extended it
was obvious that like any clean, high performance airplane, it would be a super floater
on landing.
Here's BARTIE COYLE 1 s first hand story of his impression of the Varieze flight:
BARTIE AND THE VARIEZE:
Starting the Varieze is via the 11 armstrong 11 method, as electric starters, generators,
et al, add too much weight too far aft, but it's an easy airplane to llprop 11 and the nose
on the ground lessens the runaway danger.
The next step after engine start is to lift up the nose and reach in and extend the nose
gear. Getting in is a little like getting on a horse, the right leg going up and over
the side with the left foot in the 11 stirrup 11 kick plate.
Seats are comfortable, altho 1 shoulder room is a little on the tight side. The canopy
hinges on the right side and is locked with a single lever by the pilot, which activates
3 hooks that latch it down. I had about 2 11 clearance between my head and canopy.
Taxiing seems normal, with control via brakes only (like the Yankee) until rudder control airspeed is reached around 40 to 45 mph. I was prepared for looking over, under,
and around the front canard wing on the takeoff and climb and it takes very little
getting used to. It might even be pretty useful to judge angle of attack. Takeoff
speed was around 60 knots and climb speed was about 70 knots. Rate of climb felt
"goodn.
The canard doesn't 11 flapn in flite. The only visible motion is at the tips. Wings
seem very solid. Clarence plans to cut 411 off each canard tip to reduce sensitivity
in pitch. I got to fly it awhile with the side stick only and it feels very natural
in turns, etc. Clarence showed me a true 90° bank in it and he also treated me to a
quick barrel roll. He said he'd only pulled about 3½ Gs in ·bhe maneuvers he's done
so far.
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Visibility is good from the back seat, and noise seems average.
mph. on our low pass.

We were indicating 185

The nose gear is extended on down wind and after turning final the speed brake is lowered.
This helps to steepen the glide path and reduces floating on landing. Approach is made
about 90 and touchdown is about 80. We touched down on the main gear and held the nose
gear off until speed was dissipated. The Rosenhan wheels and brakes chatter badly and
are not very satisfactory.
The short stacks are noisy and have given some trouble, but Rutan is working with a
muffler vendor and hopes to cut noise by 6 db.
Clarence made his own prop and is now getting better performance than the Hegy prop he
formerly had.
All in all I enjoyed my Varieze ride very much and am looking forward to the big day
with my own.
• • • • • Bartie Coyle
We were expecting I.X)N OWENS, of Bedford, to bring his Varieze in on the special trailer
for static display, but apparently the threatening weather made him take a dim view of
the advisability of towing an airplane on a trailer in a rainstorm. I don 1 t blame him,
either. FRANCIS RICHARDSON also decided against bringing his folding wing T-18 over
on the trailer for the same reason. He would have had to leave it overnight, possibly
out in the weather, or miss part of the evening program if he took it home, too.
JIM RUSHING and OWEN BRUCE left Kitty Hawk in Jim's Mustang II just as DON and CLARA
STOVALL were returning in their Aeronca and wondered why they had come back so early.
It didn't take them too long to figure out that the big, black cumu.lo bumpus in the
direction of Airpark had something to do with it, so they put it back on the ground
and came by car. Don and Clara also came back by car once the Airknocker and Mustang
were tucked safely away in Don's hangar.
G. S. CLARDY had planned to bring his T-18 over from Addison and BOB MILLEFlls T-18
was also due to come over from Arlington, but weather made Bob back off. Clardy really
had some hard luck with his. He shares a hangar at ADS and his hangar buddies got
careless and pushed his T-18 against a post, damaging the stabilator tip badly. This
was done only an hour before he planned to leave, so there was no way it could be
repaired in time and I know it was a great disappointment to him. He 1 s one of the
people in the Chapter that gets a huge enjoyment from flying his airplane a lot and he
has always been very generous in taking people for rides in his T-18. No doubt it
would have been flying constantly all afternoon if he had made it to Airpark.
Another Chapter member that truly enjoys his airplane very obviously is CHARLEY GRANT.
He and his Starduster I are in the air every weekend that the weather is even half way
flyable. He has started on his ovm biplane design, that he calls al½ place. I assume
that means an extra jump seat with no controls so the wife can go along to a fly-in now
and then, too.
Charley's airplane is a 100% do-it-your-selfer. He even made his own wheels and brakes.
His power plant is the 0-290-G Lye. of 125 hp. and he also did the work on it. Some
people have been skittish about using the 0-290-G engine, but there have been an awful
lot of people that have gotten many, many hours of good service at bargain basement
prices from that engine series. Charley is one of 1 em. It 1 s too bad that there aren't
more of the 0-290 1 s around anymore. In many cases it 1 s an ideal size engine for a
pretty large variety of homebuilts.
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JOHN AUSTIN is one of those people that have
hours of service
out of their 0-290-G engines. He has had one in his
it was built.
Just last year he and his wife took the long way
the East Coast and
Niagra Falls in the T-18. Several Chapter members
·me wtose wbi te and copper/
bronze striped T-18 that was at the Airpark fly~in ctr;d r-:!c
know. John came to
our Chapter 2 or 3 years ago from }lidland, where he was
Dresident. His T-18
was completed and test flmm there. BOBBY 0SB0RJ1 1 s
trws~ 160 hoss 0-320 Lye.
was goo good to pass up, so he took one home recently and ·sd ll 11c:fr;.c the switch this
summer sometime. The extra horsepovrer will give him a e:~;r:sidcre,1:)le increase in take
off and climb performance and no doubt he 1 11
ck up a healtb.y :J.ricrease at cruise power,
too. Yes, he will sell the 0-290 at that time 3 co if ;srou a.re tl-J.inking of a Cuby,
Bakeng Duce, Tailwind, RV-3, or some such you wouldn 1 t go far ,rrrong to take a close look
at Jo}mts engine. If you twisted on h:::.s arm. a 1ittle 5
he 1 d even let you see how
it sounds cmd performs in the air, ·boo.

I can recall our 2nd fly-in at Georgetown Iihen
Cs,a.l.fornia arrived. One
had a 180 hp. engine and constant speed prop (BILL
~md the other was powered
by an 0-290-G (125 hp.) and was flovm by its 19
,JJ.ICK PARK. The Warwick
T-18 made 3 fuel stops enrou te, but the· L:nrnr
+:_:-.:::·fJ .f 0rst, since he
only made :J fuel stops. Both had the stand&.:cd
A fuel stop on a cross
country is usually good for at least an :r.ou.r on
a.n average. If you have
an unusual or attractive homebuilt you 1 ~_l hav'? to add a 1:ittJe +jme to talk to the locals
and answer questions.
In addition to JOHN AUSTIN, other Chapter merr:be:\s t:L'a::.
160 hp. from BOBBY OSBORN recently are L.iH{P,Y
) 2,
DORIS, also a 160 hp. for his RV-•3.i ,JUDY
160, for his T-18; WADE MUMAW, a 160 fc2~
and STEVE SENSEL, a 160 for his Skybolt,
or have bought engines, from Bobby and so the:r·e .'.H'ccn' ·L
58 left. Pm putting one of the 160s in in:y
a=uz,,

s of 140 or
his BD-4; CHAS.
heT RV-3; KEN MORGAN,
, for his Pitts;
about to buy,
~he original batch of

G. S. CLAFJJY has recently been under treatment for

rnir~ber· of mysterious bruises
a
on his body, but an alert JvI.D. found the p:roblem. He r:o:ld ClEL 5 11 I know you are
very, very fond of that brand new
horse Lycmning
bOl'ght for your new T-18
t'.,J:.1.t
goes for your new
last month, bu·b really you rrru.st quit sleeping with it
constant speed prop, ·l;oo.n

Speaking of new 0-360 Lyes. of 180 clydesdales, DOUG 3:8\!!JNI, the son of Chapter member
GUIDO BEVOJIJI, has a new 1 un for sale, a1ong with th8 mEd·
sm~:stant speed prop. He
also nmst sell his complete BD-4 kit. T~1e only construc:t:Lon chne so far is in the
cabin area. The whole package can be had at a ------·~··~ ····~,····'·- d:c scoun-b" He lives in
Arlington, so call him at (817) 460-78,38 if you
yn2.rns for a BD-4o
HOWARD W:.4LP,. A'Ytl is doing the engine hookup and plumbi:,1g un h:S..s
s,nd making good
progress on it" Howard recently told me that he
the new BD-4 sales
Co. near Cleveland, Ohio was being run by ,TIM BE.DEt ;;:; E'On
Hs said, the complete kit is
around $6,700 now (about twice the original price)" w,1;
·,,rouJd c:CJme out at around
$13,500 with new engine and prop. Compared to a lU
.c,J,:,wer Ces;:ma, Cardinal for
$35 ,ooo that I s not too bad. He also said that the 11 ,,,o~c'd' "Ha,s thdt abrn1t 800 BD-4s
are now flying, but that figure seems much too
If that figure came from
the Bede organization, perhaps it was meant tv,_at
the process of 11
~ flying.
That would be far easier to belle:rvu j
Of possible interest: Of the 1300 sets of
s sold
since they came out
f~-1-~1T,rr1 ~, Toe exact number
in 1963, somewhere naround" 250 airplanes have
isn 1 t known, but it falls in the
brackeL Ac·:::)n.:!~.ng t.,:i s1.:;.rveys 5 there are

another 350-400 active T-18 projects that are in the process of being built. The
highwater mark for T-18s on hand at OSH was 45 a couple of years ago. That ratio of
1:4 or 1:5 is probably a pretty good bench mark to judge the number of airplanes of a
popular type that have been built.
MA.CK COBB told me that well over 150 of you got to come down to his hangar at Airpark
and visit the 3 T-18 projects at "T-18 Cityn. Several of those people told me how
impressed they were with the quality of work done by MACK, BOB ROPER, and G. s. CLARDY.
They were also impressed with how close to being ready to fly the 3 projects appear to
be. These 3 T-18s have been under construction for a couple of months less than 2 years
and all 3 should fly this year. At the moment Mack appears 'Lo be in the lead, but in
any case there should be 3 more fine new chapter airplanes on the scene before too
many more moons.
The unpainted T-18 at our fly-in ,,:ras built by BRYANT ROWLAND of Wichita Fallas, Texas.
Bryant happened to call me Thursday night before our fly-in to tell me the FAA had just
turned his ship loose after just 27 hours in the test area. He was also happy to report
that it had been certified for night and IFR and that as an adjunct to the required IFR
radios and equipment he also had installed an autopilot (3 axis) with an approach coupler.
(An approach coupler deciphers the radio signal from the ILS and directs the autopilot
to fly the airplane in order to bring the airplane to touchdown at the proper spot on
the runway) •
I invited Bryant to our fly-in and his T-18 was judged the Best Instrumented aircraft
there. He will soon give it a paint job and install upholstery and he promises to make
a return visit with it later on.
Bryant bought the project about a year ago from the estate of a Las VegasJ Nevada
druggist. It was about half finished at that time and had been made completely from
parts and sub-assemblies made by KEN KNOWLES Sport Aircraft Company in California, so
of course was of most excellent quality.
Several Chapter members at A.irpark told me that they were most surprised to learn that
the T-18 could be bought in kit f.orm. There are 2 major suppliers of pre-fab T-18
parts, Merrill W. Jenkins Co. and Ken Knowles. Both advertise in the classified section
of Sport Aviation, and both furnish free catalogues. The Ken Brock Co. of California
also supplies a number of component T-18 parts. Ken and Merrill's parts are made from
duplicates of Mr. Thorp 1 s master tooling and will interchange. (The word ntoolingll
comes from aircraft factory lingo and is used to describe a permanent jig, template, mold or
fixture that will allow X number of identical parts to be made from the one 11 master 11 tool.
I called Chapter member DAN DUDASH in Hollywood the other night to check on his T-18
and to see whether he would make our fly-in and learned that he had just retired that
week and would probably be coming our way with his T-18 later this summer. He now has
over 100 hours on it and is very pleased with its performance. He is training a replacement in his job now, so will have to get that out of the way first.
The latest T-18 starter in our area is VAN GRAY, who is an instructor at the university
at Denton. He has just received his set of plans and plans to get started on the project
right away.
CHA.RLIE DOBKINS, who is with Channel 13 staff, sent me a P.R. on a coming 1 hour film
that is called "Affair in the Air 11 • It is a special look at the EAA OSH fly-in and is
by P.B.S. It will be shown Monday night June 26 at 10 p.m. Don't forget it!
Also, don 1 t .fail to watch 11 Lowell Thomas Rememberstt each Monday at 7 p.m. on Channel 13,
Each week's program covers the progress of aviation for some year in the past. It
would be a great program even if you weren't an aviation enthusiast. Mark those times
down so you won I t forget and draw a big red circle around them in your TV guide.
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Another Chapter member that uses his little sportplane a lot is KEITH WINSHIP. His
VP-1 surprised a lot of you at how sprightly it gets off and climbs on the VW powerplant. He's a whole lot like the happy motorcyclist when he flies the VP-1 (gets a
lot of bugs on his teeth). He and his son are zeroing in on a Turner T-40 as their
next all-wood project. This will be a very interesting project, as GENE TURNER, the
designer, is updahng the design in line with the latest technology. This should lower
the landing speed and raise the top speed, too. One of the latest innovations is a
retractable gear version and th.J first example of this is ready to fly in Abilene.
Perhaps Gene will eventually scale up the design to a 4 place one of these days. I
feel that Gene is a very capable designer and turned out some excellent designs with
his T-40 series.
One of the other airplanes at our fly-in was MERLIN SHIPPEY' s American Yankee. It was
the one with the Snoopy on the tail and it was the one that VERLA SHIPPEY did the upholste:rn;J on. That was an excellent job and we 1 11 have to get a how-to-do-it session
out of Verla soon to see if she can unveil some of the mysteries of upholstery for us.
Verla is just about ready to solo the Yankee and is all ready to keep on going to her
private license, too.
A lot of you hadn I t seen BOB and PEGGY CUTLER I s saucy blue and white Piper Clipper
that hides a 150 hp. Lye. under its bonnet before the fly-in and I noticed that it drew
a lot of attention from spectators. It also got the attention of the judges, taking
the title of 11 the best store boughtn airplane.
That was really a coin flip decision, as TOH JACKSON 1 s Cessna 140, with that beautiful
paint job by MACK CDBB, was a real eye catcher.
JIM YOUNG 1 s Fly Baby was voted the best low wing and FRANK POPLAWSKI 1 s Mooney Mite
snagged the title of 11 best restoration".
The toughest decision they had to make was on which one was to be declared the nBest
Biplane" and I'm glad I didn't have to decide that one. JOHN SNYDER 1 s Starduster Too
and GOY JOE SMITH's Starduster Too were the two absolutely immaculate biplanes in
contention and John 1 s "Too" finally got the nod, but that was really a tough one.
In my opinion both of these airplanes would be in the 1st ten of the best looking

Stardusters in the whole country.
While TONY BINGELIS and I were driving out to Airpark he told me a very strange
and interesting story about parts of an airplane that were left behind in a mini-warehouse he ended up owning. Some of the parts were machined aluminum pieces that looked
very much like flap tracks. The mystery was finally solved when Tony identified the parts
as components of Peter Garrison I s 11 ~1elmoth 11 • The original builder's name is still unknown and how (or if) he got drawings of the Melmoth isn 1 t known. If someone seriously
would like to acquire said parts with the idea of completing a Melmoth, then Tony
would be open to an offer. It should be emphasized, however, that as far as is known
PETER GARRISON has not drawn up construction plans for sale. More likely the builder
had access to the airplane and made covert measurements of the actual airplane and converted them to his own set of drmvings. That wouldn I t be any great trick for an experienced person. Incidentally, these parts include the Tee tail, which was the final
version of the Melmoth.
On the subject of Tee tails, have you seen the T tail Piper Tomahawk trainer that's
flying out at Addison? It 1 s certainly different looking and it really does have a lot
of eye appeal, compared to run of the mill trainers. The few takeoffs I 1 ve observed
don't show me much in rate of climb, tho 1 • That either is underpower or excessive
drag or both. Or it might simply be piloting technique.

Closer to home for EAA folks is the T tail Pazmany PL-4. It has a T tail for a valid
reason: to allow unrestricted folding of wings under the tail. We have 3 PL-4 builders
in our Chapter. DAVE KERNODLE writes the national PL-4 newsletter as his contribution
to fellow EAAers. The other 2, JOHN RUSSELL and JOHN CROOK, made their very commendable
contribution to EAA at our Airpark fly-in. Not waiting to be asked, they brought a
VW Minibus full of PL-4 parts and tools out there, erected an awning to the side of the
bus and set up a shaded outdoor workshop on the south side of the clubhouse. One and
all were invited to a "hands on" building of metal ribs and other parts. Spectators
were also treated to a view of the method JOHN RUSSELL uses to cut and size metal parts,
using an ordinary router. Everyone was very impressed and enthusiastic with the ease
that truly professional parts could be made - by a beginner!
11 Professional 11

is the proper word, as John is a trained metallurgical engineer, who
practiced his profession for several years with LTV, and he has adapted regular manufacturing processes for amateur builder use. His work is perfection itself. He has
patiently made router patterns for nearly every part on the airplane and JOHN CROOK
is going like a house afire on his PL-~- project via the routed part route. We r11 have
a speoial r~port on all the ins and outs of their teaming up to build 2 PL-4s. Right
:now, tho', I'd like ·to express the appreciation of all of us to JOHN RUSSELL and Jm--rn
CROOK for their outstanding personal service in the highest traditions of EA.A.! The
willing giving of oneself in behalf of others is wha.t EAA. is all about.
As an afterthought, if you are looking for a very economical little airplane that can
be operated £or 11 peanuts", the PL-4 deserves your careful scrutiny. It 1 s a true "take
home" airplane, with a quickly foldable wing, will take a variety of engines, and has
respectable performance, It 1 s a safe, easy to fly sportplane, should have good resale
potential, and with the cooperation of John, should be relatively easy to build.
We are grateful to TONY and MAUREEN" BINGELIS for gracing our fly-in with their presence
Md to the T.A.C. for sending them. Tony 1 s talk on various safety aspects was excellent
(a~ always). Tony is truly one of the EA.A 11 greats 11 • His monthly column in Sport
A:viation, "The Sportplane Builder 11 , is a collective education on the science and art of
lirplane oonst:ruction a.rid related subjects. No one but Tony could really appreciate the
amount of time Md effort spent each month in researching and writing his monthly
artiolH. He speaks with au·bhori ty from his experience in building several different
typea of airplanes. He told me that someone gave him a set of T-18 plans a couple of
yH,ra €!.go and he ha.s a very strong yearn to build one 11 soon".
W@ wer@ €\ll d@lighted to see PEGGY GERSBACH and the girls at the fly-in and we were
glad to meet Pe~gy's super friendly father and mother. The twins were absolute little
china doll~, with personality plus, too. It was great to have you with us again,
F@ilYi ~nd W@ hope you 1 11 be back for good before too long.
It W~i ~r@lt to visit with our first prez, JACK BULLARD, too. Jack never meets a
1tr1n~@r ~nd evar so many people that have come into EA.A. recently told me that they
eould ~@@ why Chapter 168 has become so great a chapter. His live-wire enthusiasm
i i 1:imply inf~gtiaua. It was fun to 11 remember when 11 with all of those present from
the eld ~~n~, but I think all of us are at least equally gung-ho about looking ahead
to bi~1@r ~nd better things in the air world • .Anyway, Jack, we're all appreciative
ef ye'Ul' thirikiflg enough of us to spend the time and money to come down and visit with
Ui 1 even tho' the time was too short.
Jijgk ~y ~§t by for another visit this summer. He does oil and water color paintings of
W@~t@rn Art and is becoming nationally known for his work. He goes to Midland once
~ y@lr for ~nowings of his paintings, so he has promised to spend a day or so, going or
gemin~. W@'ll have to get him together with CLARA STOVALL while he 1 s here, too. Clara

i~ il~@ being recognized as a very talented artist in oils, with rural scenes reflecting

h@r @~@l"iritHl with colors and c_omposi tion.
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Several of our Chapter members have made junkets to Europe recently. KEN and SAMMY
LARSON rode TI' s nprince Albert" to London in April for a few days of sightseeing.
DON and CLARA STOVALL flew BI to London, then to Salzburg, Austria on another airline
for a reunion with several old friends of Don's former Army days, when he was stationed
in Germany. They also drove over most of continental Europe and had a great trip.
BOB and DOROTHY GEREl'if flew to Rome and Athens and then boarded a tour ship for a cruise
of the Aegean Sea and the Western Mediterranean. This was a Braniff Silver Eagles group
tour of Greek islands and a Turkish City or so.
Not only was May 20th the big day for our 15th Chapter Anniversary fly-in, but it turned
out to be first flight day for GORDON GABBERT 1 s Fokker D VII. I took my T-18 out of the
hangar at Addison early that morning to fly it over to Airpark and leave it for the day,
but as I was doing the pre-flight Gordon drove up and got the Fokker out of the hangar.
When I learned he was going to fly I shut down and waited for him to get started and told
him I 1 d fly chase on him.
He stopped at Riteway Airmotive for a last minute huddle with JOE CRAGIN and then on to
the runway for a thorough run-up. His takeoff was a little wobbly the first second or
so as he got used to rudder response but it got off and climbed well. I got off behind
him when he was passing the far end of the runway and immediately throttled back,
thinking I might have difficulty in staying behind him, but he was scooting along well,
so this was no problem.
I had watched this airplane from its very first beginnings several years ago and I can
testify to the excellence of its structure all the way, but let's hear what BARON VON
GABBERT remembers about the long, steep mountain that he has climbed inch by inch and
his thoughts as he reached the top:
GORDON AND THE FOKKER. D VII:
Over the past eight years I 1 ve been asked one question many times, 1'Why did you pick a
Fokker D VII? 11 So that's as good a place to start as any.
In 1970 the decision to hand build an airplane was made.

looked at projects, all the magazines and books.

I 1 d talked to a lot of folks,

I also looked at prices of finished

projects and decided homebuilders were not only fine craftsmen and dedicated beyond
belief, they also worked for about 10 cents per hour.
From my earlier days I
history I was reading,
craft of that period.
one. Besides, I liked

developed a strong interest in W.W. I aviation, and in the
the Fokker D VII appeared to be the outstanding production airIt also seemed that it might be within my capability to build
it.

Planning occupied most of 1970. Mercedes 180 DIIIAs were not available so I came up
with the choice of a 200 Ranger. It always was inverted and the DIIIA ran upright.
The years 1970 to 1972 were occupied in obtaining a Ranger, overhauling it and converting it to run upright. My good friend Joe Cragin, of Rite Way Airmotive, displayed
unbelievable patience and encouragement and finally got me to the day of noK, fire it
up 11 • I was almost too scared to hit the starter, but I did and the Ranger ran like a
Swiss watch. A real mile stone in the project.
During this time a fuselage jig occupied most of my garage. Then a real downer became
apparent •• I didn't have enough plan detail to guess my way to a finished aircraft.
This state of affairs prompted some more research. A chance meeting with an old flying
buddie in Pensacola, Florida lead me to the Air Force Museum at Dayton. Through their
help they loaned me the only set of D VII drawings in the United States, ironically
made by the French.
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l972 started construction. I cut tubing and ground joints. I decided I better learn
how to weld. While this was going on I received a boost by enlisting the help of a
fine woodworker, Richard Wilkinson of Ponder, Texas who glued up the 27 1 box spar and
ribs. The welding finally came together and that great day in any homebuilder 1 s life it started to look like a flying machine. The dog work continued to 1977. On the gear
and ready to hang the engine. Once again back to Rite Way for some help with the big
pieces and more of Joe's good advice.
On :May 20, 1978 we made the first flight.

It is a fine flying airplane but I 1 d hate

to go to war in it.
These few notes wouldn't be complete without aclmowledging the many fine folks who
helped the project along the way. Charlie Rarick who sanded more than the law allows.
Charlie Lamb, homebuilder par excellence, but never too busy to help us over a rough
spot. Mr. John Waggoner of the Fort Worth E.M.D.O. for the patience, courtesy and
helpful advice during the inspections. Jack Hurst of Aero Country Airport who let
me work my rusty kinks out on his Stearman. Just a few names, but many more helped.
Every member of the EAA that I talked to were glad to help and in a long project like
this it made a lot of difference. Ny wife now refers to me as an 11 over age Waldo Pepper'',
but with all her patience in the project, I guess she's entitled •
• Gordon A. Gabbert
1 1 d like to again compliment JIM PATTEROON on the excellence of his art work on the
covers and also on our directory cover. There doesn't seem to be any limit on his ability
to come up with any kind of airplane drawing that 1 s suggested to him. Our July feature
will be the Varieze and we 1 11 be looking forward to Jim 1 s rendition of this popular
little bird.
third aircraft scale is now a reality, due to the efforts of BOB ARJJIS. Bob located
one near his home in Sulphur Springs, so CHARLES PENRY drove up and got it the other day
and it is now being reconditioned and painted in Charley 1 s shop Thanks a lot fellows,
for all your efforts.
Our

In the very near future we are going to have a little Saturday or Sunday session to let
everyone in the Chapter really learn the proper way to do a weight and balance by
actually doing it. We will have several types of airplanes to practice on, tail dragger
low wings, biplanes, tri-cycle gear factory types, maybe even a Varieze or two, etc.
This is something every chapter member should lmow how to do - well - and it will be a
chance to have a little fun in the process, too. Our Chapter tool custodian will normally
keep the scales and associated kits, but they are Chapter property, so like the borescope and other Chapter tools they are there to be used. :Maybe we can combine our little
D.G. party with some other how-to-do-it aspects, too.
I got a long letter from Chapter member, JIM
to learn that he had had a rough time in the
His son, MIKE, had been out to visit him and
good Dyin 1 • Anyway, Jim, get yourself well
fly-in soon •

NA.BRIN, in Phoenix, Arizona and was shocked
hospital in :March, but was on the mend.
while he was there gave Jim's Tailwind a
and maybe we 111 see you and the 'IW at a

Jim also sent some pictures of his TW and then only a few days later I got a letter from
Mike in Battle Creek, Michigan saying he now had his TW back in the air. Next month
1 1 11 give you a more complete rundown on both TWs by these popular Chapter members.
We 1 re happy that both Jim and Mike are members of our Chapter even tho 1 many miles away.
JIM WILSON was on deck for our fly-in and enjoyed visiting with old friends. Jim's first
Cassutt was a fixture at early day fly-ins and his later versions were well lmown
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nationally. Jim designed and built the first taper wing Cassutt, which was markedly
superior around the pylons - but that's another story by itself.
CLARENCE and PED-GY WAY are to be congratulated on their efforts on a national newsletter
to all the builders of the Hatz biplane. They are also selling the EA.A biplane project
to concentrate on the Hatz,"sowe 1 11 be hearing lots more on their progress with this fine
little biplane. To my way of thinking it makes one of the better 2 place sport biplanes
and I believe we 1 11 be seeing more and more of them in days to come.
In past years we 1 ve had several great fly-ins at Hartlee Field, northeast of Denton.
The Lone Star Aerobatic Championships are being held there June 2-Jrd, but now the
uture of Hartlee Field is a question mark. I just learned that George Harte passed
away the past week and we were saddened to learn of the death of this kindly old
gentleman. The airport was more or less a hobby for him in latter years. Du.ring W.W. II
it was a busy, busy glider training field. Two of the big hangars are still there.
Hopefully the heirs will keep it an airport. It would be an ideal spot for a development like Kitty Hawk, Airpark, etc., with homesites adjacent to the runway.
Our prez, CHA..>tLES PENRY, has just been elected as president of the Society for Aircraft
Maintenance Technology. Congratulations, Charley. Not many people ca'l wear two hats,
but it 1 11 be no sweat for you.
If you need to wash your airplane, bring some quarters to JIM JETTONYs coin operated
wash machine at Addison. It's located just north of the old Collins hangar just off
the taxiway. Jim will even do the job for you (by appointment). Jim 1 s the son of
an old friend of mine CLYDE JETTON, who is with Modern Aero at Redbird.
Just talked to JOHN DEAN and found out that he and his wife, P..J?J.,.Etrn, had just returned
from a trip to Ireland and London and so missed our fly-in, John also said a Denton
Piper salesman had bought his KR-1 project, which was 95% finished. I am glad to hear
that John 1 s health is improved and that he is working 3 days a week. Hang in there,
John.
AJIJ OPEN LETTER TO ALL CHAPTER PRESIDENTS THAT RECEIVE OUR NEWSLETTER EACH MONTH: We
would like to instigate a regular feature in Hangar Echoes each month called
"EA.A BillboardH. We invite you to send any and all airplane, engine, radio or instrument
items that are for sale to us to run in a classified ad type display. The only stipulation is that they are a current, paid up EAA member, either locally or nationally.
It's all on_ the honor system, of course. There is a very great need for a central clearing house of this type of information that is within convenient driving range of the
purchaser. A minimum charge of 5% of the item sold will be made, not to exceed a
$2.00 maximum. No charge will be made until the item is sold and we will ask that the
seller promptly notify us when the item is sold so the ad can be removed. The small
fee will be used to defray our printing expenses.

We request you read this part of our newsletter to yo'..lr membership at the next meeting.
Please advise those selling any aviation related item to give full information on the
item, condition, price (if desired), plus the seller's name_, address, zip and phone
number.
Also, Mr. Chapter President, we would like to feature an article on a different sister
chapter in our geographical area each month. Most of all we would like for you to make
a head count of all chapter airplanes flying. If possible we 1 d like to pair up the
owner or builder with the airplane (i.e. Bill Jones, builder of Starduster Too N2591,
or any detail you care to include). It would be nice also to list the number and
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identity of projects under construction, the number of people in the chapter, activities,
fly-ins, or anything else of newsworthy note. Meeting places, programs, etc., are
always a problem, so nrutual exchange of information could be helpful.
We would appreciate your comments (or chapter comments) on our proposal and also your
prompt attention in informing the membership.
Happy Homebuilts to you all,

. . .. . .
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